
 

Some will tell us that it’s cheaper 

Some will pluck us, while we toil 

Don’t believe the greedy reaper 

Who destroys our precious soil 

How much further, how much deeper 

Will they go for precious oil? 

 

Can she suffer more oppression? 

Earth was fine before we came 

Can we stand up to transgression 

From the ones who don’t know shame? 

Can we overcome depression 

When we see it ain’t no game? 

To the plants we owe survival 

To the leaves we owe our breath 

Kill the trees and we’ll be stifled 

Can’t we stop this mindless theft? 

If we choose to be earth’s rivals 

At the end there’s only death 

 

Listen to the voice of Eden 

Calling from an ancient land 

Seasons change and dreams are fleeting 

But the children need our hand 

Stop the cheating, stop the heating 

Now it’s time to take a stand



2. Some will tell us that it’s cheaper 

Some will pluck us, while we toil 

Don’t believe the greedy reaper 

Who destroys our precious soil 

How much further, how much deeper 

Will they go for precious oil? 
 

3. Can she suffer more oppression? 

Earth was fine before we came 

Can we stand up to transgression 

From the ones who don’t know shame? 

Can we overcome depression 

When we see it ain’t no game? 
 

4. To the plants we owe survival 

To the leaves we owe our breath 

Kill the trees and we’ll be stifled 

Can’t we stop this mindless theft? 

If we choose to be earth’s rivals 

At the end there’s only death 
 

5. Listen to the voice of Eden 

Calling from an ancient land 

Seasons change and dreams are fleeting 

But the children need our hand 

Stop the cheating, stop the heating 

Now it’s time to take a stand

Singing ideas: alternate between S A B, Melody, S A B + top melody (also 8va b.) and/or adding ‘ah’/humming (on A B parts) 


